Utilization
Past / Planned Outages

• Past
  – None

• Planned
  – July 30th: Upgrade to new kernal and new gpfs. Some ALICE upgrades
Other Topics from PDSF Staff: Finished

- **Cleaned out old, non-functioning module files in SL53**
  - 126 / 201 modules removed

- **Dot file migration**
  - Instructions on PDSF web page
  - New users get these dot files by default
  - Old dot files will print a warning for SL62

- **New PDSF bling**
  - Cluster usage statistics fixed:
    http://www.nersc.gov/users/computational-systems/pdsf/cluster-statistics/usage-summaries/
  - Live status page:
    https://www.nersc.gov/users/live-status/PDSF-login/
  - PDSF completed jobs page:
    http://www.nersc.gov/users/computational-systems/pdsf/pdsf-completed-jobs
Other Topics from PDSF Staff: In Progress

• **Test files**
  – Putting them together over the next few weeks

• **Benchmarking**
Topics from the Users

- PDSF Steering Committee Meeting